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Malaysian Beauty Therapists & Aesthetic
Professionals Can Now Be Certified For
International Recognition
A Milestone Development in Promoting Standards
for Safety & Beauty
Kuala
July today,
Beauty

Lumpur, 15
IPEC Bureau,
announced its
Therapist and
Aesthetician
Certification Scheme
(BTaA) at Malaysia's
premier
beauty
industry
event
Cosmobeaute
Asia, 9th Malaysia International Exhibition Conference on
Cosmetics, Beauty &Spa. Accredited by the Department of
Standards Malaysia, under MS ISO/IEC 17024, the Scheme
was first initiated in the year 2012 to provide national
certifications and international recognition for beauty
therapists and aesthetic professionals. The certification will
help the Beauty Science industry professionals to gain
credibility on the strength and merit of their personal
qualifications, professional recognition and skill-based
competencies. To date, 19 beauty professionals have been
certified and 14 fresh applications are already in the
process.
Malaysia destinasi pilihan produk kecantikan
IPEC Bureau To Certify 200 Beauty Professionals This Year
M'sia attractive to beauty care industry investors
Link

ISO ANNUAL REPORT
ISO SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Call for sustainable practices to ensure
construction safety
Cyberjaya:
The
recent
spate
of
fatal
construction-related accidents underlines the
need for sustainable and consistent practices by
construction companies, the Prime Minister's
Hibiscus Award (PMHA) organising committee
chair Tan Sri Mustafa Mansur said.

Explaining the Trans-Pacific
Partnership
THE 18th round of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) negotiations is set to
start in Kota Kinabaluon Monday.
The TPP has been in the limelight
lately including in Parliament as there
have been significant confusion and
misunderstanding about the free trade
agreement.
Link

Updates to ISO 14001
Environmental management systems.
Requirements with guidance for use, is
the best known environmental
standard. It has helped organisations
worldwide understand and better
control the environmental impacts of
their activities, products and services.

Link

More protection against subpar tools
Petaling Jaya: Imagine surgical
stitches ripping apart after a patient
is discharged or a metal plate
implanted in a leg breaking weeks
after the operation.

Link

Syarikat milik wanita perlu dapatkan ISO
Kuala Lumpur 7 Julai- Syarikat-syarikat atau pertubuhan
milik wanita tempatan hari ini diminta menjalani proses
Persijilan Pertubuhan Standards Antarabangsa (ISO) bagi
mendapatkan pengiktirafan kerana mematuhi standards
atau persijilan antarabangsa.
Link

ISO 22000 collection now available online

Link

The ISO 22000 collection of standards for safe food supply

chains is now available on ISO's Online Browsing Platform
(OBP).
Link

Making buildings earthquake-proof - a new
ISO standard will help

A new ISO standard will help developing countries assess
the safety of buildings before and after earthquakes.
ISO
28841:2013, Guidelines
for
simplified
seismic
assessment and rehabilitation of concrete buildings, has
been developed specifically for countries that do not have
national building codes already in place.
The development and implementation of national building
codes relies on having in-depth data on the characteristics
of the region (physical, meteorological, geological, seismic,
etc.). However, many countries do not have a collection of
such data, which can be very resource-heavy.
Link

IEC joins energy leaders at GSEP Summit
At this key international gathering of
energy leaders, held on 5-7 June 2013, the
IEC, represented by President Klaus
Wucherer and General Secretary and CEO
Frans Vreeswijk, was able to share insights
into the benefits that IEC work brings to
the energy solutions of the future. During the summit,
Wucherer also participated in a panel discussion on the
impact of emerging technologies and innovations on the
utilities' current business models. In addition the IEC
hosted a session on energy microgrids for disaster
resilience and recovery.
Link

The IEC helps keep the power on
Modern life is unthinkable
without
electricity
it
transforms
lives.
IEC
International Standards cover
all facets of electrical energy
generation,
distribution,
storage and use; including
manufacturing, Smart Grid,
smart cities, smart buildings,
and e-mobility. They allow
millions of components, devices and systems that use or
produce electricity or contain electronics to work safely
with each other everywhere in the world. A new brochure
shows just how the IEC is working when it comes to energy
- you may be surprised!
Link
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